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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 

View Report Online: 

http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2008/The-Internet-Gains-in-Politics.aspx  

Pew Internet & American Life Project 
An initiative of the Pew Research Center 

1615 L St., NW – Suite 700 

Washington, D.C. 20036 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 
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communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 
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The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 
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and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 
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The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 
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The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.
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The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 
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nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by
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content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.
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group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 
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attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 
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The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.
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of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 
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Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 
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l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 
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the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 
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content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 
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924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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The internet is living up to its potential as a major source for news about the presidential

campaign. Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they regularly learn something 

about the campaign from the internet, almost double the percentage from a comparable

point in the 2004 campaign (13%).

  

Moreover, the internet has now become a leading source of campaign news for young 

people and the role of social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook is a notable

part of the story. Fully 42% of those ages 18 to 29 say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet, the highest percentage for any news source. In January 

2004, just 20% of young people said they routinely got campaign news from the 

internet. 

The quadrennial survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press and the 

Pew Internet & American Life Project on campaign news and political communication, 

conducted Dec. 19-30 among 1,430 adults, shows that the proportion of Americans who 

rely on traditional news sources for information about the campaign has remained static

or declined slightly since the last presidential campaign. Compared with the 2000 

campaign, far fewer Americans now say they regularly learn about the campaign from 

local TV news (down eight points), nightly network news (down 13 points) and daily 

newspapers (down nine points). Cable news networks are up modestly since 2000, but 

have shown no growth since the 2004 campaign.

By contrast, the proportion of Americans who say they regularly learn about the 

campaign from the internet has more than doubled since 2000 – from 9% to 24%. 

National Public Radio is the only other news source to show significant growth since 

2000; currently 18% say they regularly learn about the campaign from NPR, up from 

12% eight years ago. 

  

With more young people going online for campaign information, the age gap in 

campaign news sources has widened. As was the case in 2004, older Americans are 

more likely than younger people to learn about the campaign from many traditional 

news sources, particularly local TV news, Sunday TV political programs, nightly network

news, and newspapers. The internet is the only major news source that young people use

for campaign news at higher rates than older Americans – and this gap has more than 

doubled since 2004. 

People who rely on the internet for campaign news turn to a wide array of websites. The

most frequently mentioned online news outlets are MSNBC (at 26%), CNN (23%) and 

Yahoo News (22%). However, numerous other outlets also receive mentions, including 

non-traditional sources of campaign information; 3% each say they go to the Drudge 

Report or MySpace, while 2% specifically mention YouTube as a site where they get 

campaign news.

In this regard, substantial numbers of young people say they have gotten information 

on the campaign or the candidates from social networking sites such as MySpace and 

Facebook. Overall, more than a quarter of those younger than age 30 (27%) – including

37% of those ages 18-24 – have gotten campaign information from social networking 

sites. This practice is almost exclusively limited to young people; just 4% of Americans in

their 30s, and 1% of those ages 40 and older, have gotten news about the campaign in 

this way.

At a time when a declining number of young people rely on television for most of their 

news about the campaign, a sizable minority are going online to watch videos of 

campaign debates, speeches and commercials. Roughly four-in-ten people under age 30 

(41%) have watched at least one form of campaign video online, compared with 20% of 

those ages 30 and older. 

However, even as the variety of campaign web information resources has expanded, 

there are indications that most internet users do not go online for the sole purpose of 

learning about the campaign. Rather, a majority of web users (52%) say they "come 

across" campaign news and information when they are going online to do something 

else. This practice is particularly prevalent among younger web users: 59% of web users 

under age 30 come across campaign news online compared with 43% of those ages 50 

and older. 

Pew's 2004 political communications survey showed that many people, especially the 

young, learned about the presidential campaign from comedy programs such as The 

Daily Show and Saturday Night Live. These shows were not airing new episodes while 

the poll was conducted, as a result of the continuing strike by the Writers Guild of 

America. For the most part, people who get at least some news from comedy and late-

night talk shows say they feel like they did not miss out on information about the 

campaigns when these shows were not on.

The survey, which was completed in late December, finds that Americans' television 

viewing habits had not been greatly disturbed by the writers' strike. About half (49%) 

say the strike has not affected the shows they watch, while 35% say that as a result of 

the strike some programs they watch have not aired new episodes. There was somewhat

greater awareness of the toll the strike took on late-night and comedy programs. 

However, fewer than half of Americans (46%) knew that the strike affected shows like 

Letterman's, Leno's and Stewart's, while 20% said – incorrectly – it has not, and 34% 

gave no response. 

Main Source: TV on Top, But Slipping

Despite the growth of the internet for campaign news, television remains the public's 

main source for such information. However, television is not as dominant as at once 

was: 60% say they get most of their news about the presidential election from television 

(local, cable and network outlets combined), down from 68% at comparable points in 

the 2004 and 2000 campaigns.

  

By this measure, the internet is still a secondary news source. Only 15% of Americans 

say they get most of their news about the election online, although that figure has more 

than doubled since 2004 (from 6%).

Overall, 26% of Americans mention the internet either first or second as their main 

source of election news. Among young people, the internet is eroding television's 

advantage as a main source for election news. Six-in-ten of those ages 18 to 29 cite 

television as their main source for election news, down from 75% four years ago. Over 

that time, the proportion citing the internet has more than doubled – from 21% to 46%.  

  

Notably, while newspapers were mentioned more often as a campaign news source 

among young people four years ago, today those under age 30 are almost twice as likely 

to mention the internet as newspapers as where they get most of their news about the 

election (46% vs. 24%).

Missing Stewart and Leno?

In January 2004, 8% of the public – but fully 21% of those under age 30 – said that 

they regularly learned something from comedy shows such as The Daily Show and 

Saturday Night Live. In the new survey, the same percentage of Americans (8%) say 

they regularly learned about the campaign from these comedy programs when they 

aired. However, a smaller proportion of those under 30 (12%) say they regularly learned 

about the campaign from comedy shows than did so in 2004. Because of the writers' 

strike, respondents were asked to think back to when the shows were on, and to recall 

how much they learned about the campaign from these shows. 

  

A Pew survey last winter found that the regular audiences of the comedy shows were as 

well informed as the audiences of elite news sources such as the websites of major daily 

newspapers and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. (See What Americans Know: 1989-

2007)  

While many viewers of these shows undoubtedly learn while laughing, part of the 

reason for the high knowledge levels of those who faithfully watch these shows is that 

they tend to be heavy news consumers. Those who said they regularly learn from late 

night shows are far more likely than others to also report regularly learning from 

sources such as cable TV news shows, the internet, National Public Radio and talk radio,

public television, and C-SPAN.  

 

That may help account for the fact that only about a quarter (28%) of those who get at 

least some campaign news from comedy and late-night programs say they feel like they 

missed out on information about the campaign when those shows were not on. Among 

those under age 30, however, a larger minority (37%) says they feel like they missed out 

on campaign news in the absence of these programs. 

Getting to Know the Candidates

As was the case in 2004, more Americans see the presidential candidates on news and 

entertainment programs than they do by watching the debates. Fully 57% say they have

seen any of the candidates being interviewed on a news or entertainment program, up 

from 46% in 2004, when just the Democrats had a nomination contest.

  

By comparison, 43% say they have watched one the presidential debates. Reflecting the 

Democrats' greater engagement on the campaign, nearly half of Democrats (48%) say 

they have watched a debate in the past year, compared with 44% of independents and 

just 38% of Republicans. 

In addition, far more Democrats than Republicans say they only watched a debate 

involving their own party's candidates; 14% of Democrats say they have watched only a 

Democratic debate, compared with 4% of Republicans who only watched a GOP debate.

About the same proportion of Democrats (32%) Republicans (28%) and independents 

(32%) say they watched the debates of both parties.

People who say they get most of their campaign news from cable news networks are 

more likely to have watched a debate than people who get their election news elsewhere.

More than half (55%) of those who cite cable news as their main source of campaign 

information watched at least one presidential debate, the highest proportion of any 

campaign news audience.

The Big Three and the Long Tail

When asked where they get their campaign information online, three websites dominate

the internet news landscape: MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News. Each is cited by roughly a

quarter of those who get campaign news online at least sometimes, and collectively, 

54% cite at least one of these three websites. 

  

Other widely used websites include Google News (named by 9% of those who get 

campaign news online), Fox News (9%), AOL News (7%) and the New York Times 

website (6%). Other commercial websites mentioned by at least 1% are the Drudge 

Report (3%), BBC (2%) and the USA Today and Washington Post websites (1% each). 

MySpace is mentioned as a source of campaign information by 3% of those who get 

news online, and 2% name YouTube.

While the volume of users who get campaign news from MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo is 

noteworthy, there is also a remarkably "long tail" when it comes to online sources of 

campaign news. While only 13 individual websites were named by 1% or more of the 

people who get campaign news online, hundreds of individual websites were named by 

fewer than 1%. 

All in all, more than a quarter (29%) of those who get news online name one of these 

smaller websites as a source of campaign information, meaning that for every person 

getting campaign news from a site like MSNBC or CNN, there is a person getting 

campaign news from a website that targets a far smaller audience (though they may 

often be the same individual.) Many of these "long tail" websites represent the web 

presences of local newspapers, TV stations and radio stations. But the vast majority are 

internet news websites – politically oriented or otherwise – that people count as sources 

of news and information.

Younger people who get campaign news online cite a wider variety of election news 

sources than do older people. When asked to offer websites they use, 41% of 18-29 year 

olds listed more than one website, compared with just 24% of people age 30 and over. 

Both MySpace and YouTube are sources of campaign information unique to younger 

people. MySpace is cited as a campaign news source by 8% of the younger online 

election news consumers – less than 1% of those ages 30 and over, and the pattern for 

YouTube is almost identical.

But younger online election news consumers also turn to the larger news sites in greater 

numbers as well. MSNBC, CNN and Yahoo News are cited as sources far more often by 

18-29 year olds than by those who are older. In fact, 61% of younger people getting 

campaign news online list at least one of these three sites among their sources, 

compared with 46% of those age 30 and older.

Online Campaign Activities

While the internet is an increasingly important source of news about the presidential 

campaign, it also provides a way for people and campaigns to communicate about 

politics. About one-in-six Americans (16%) have sent or received emails with friends and

family regarding candidates and the campaign, and 14% have received email messages 

from political groups or organizations about the campaign. 

  

Fewer Americans have gone to the candidates' websites themselves: just 8% say they 

have done so, the same number who report having visited news satire websites such as 

the Onion or the Daily Show. 

Republicans are slightly more likely than Democrats or independents to report having 

traded email messages with friends and family, but otherwise there are no significant 

partisan differences in these activities. And except for visits to social networking sites, 

where young people are more frequent visitors, there are few systematic differences by 

age in each of these activities.

Social Networking Sites

While about one-in-five Americans overall (22%) uses an online social networking site 

such as MySpace or Facebook, these sites may be playing an important political role for 

some people, especially the young. 

  

Fully two-thirds of Americans age 18-29 say they use social networking sites, and more 

than a quarter in this age group (27%) say that they have gotten information about 

candidates and the campaign from them – including 37% among those ages 18-24. 

Nearly one-in-ten of people under age 30 (8%) say that they have signed up as a "friend"

of one of the candidates on a site. And the numbers are even higher for each of these 

activities among young registered voters. 

The use of social networking sites for political activity is far less common among older 

voters, even those in their 30s. About one-in-five people ages 30-39 (21%) use social 

networking sites, but just 4% in this age group say that they have gotten campaign 

information from those sites; 3% have "friended" a candidate.

See It Now…On the Web 

Online video has seen explosive growth on the web in the past few years, fueled by the 

rise of websites such as YouTube and the expansion of broadband ownership among the 

public. The potential political impact of web video was dramatically illustrated in the 

2006 race for the U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, where a video showed incumbent Sen. 

George Allen mocking a young Indian-American campaign worker for his Democratic 

opponent. Allen's loss in November was attributed at least in part to the widely 

circulated video. 

  

Nearly a quarter of Americans (24%) say they have seen something about the campaign

in a video online – either a speech, interview, commercial, or debate. For each of these 

four types of videos, approximately 12-13% of those surveyed report seeing it online. 

Among younger respondents, the numbers are even higher. Fully 41% of those under 

age 30 have viewed at least one type of video. Fewer older respondents have seen some 

type of campaign video online, but even among those ages 65 and older, 7% have done 

so. 

Perceptions of Bias

Most Americans (62%) believe there is a great deal (31%) or a fair amount (31%) of 

political bias in news coverage generally. This perception has changed little since early in

2004 when 65% said they saw at least a fair amount of political bias in news coverage.

  

Regarding perceptions of bias in coverage of the presidential campaign, a quarter of 

Americans say news organizations are biased in favor Democrats, up slightly from 

2004. But fewer people see a pro-Republican bias in campaign coverage than did so in 

2004 (9% now vs. 17% then). A plurality of 41% sees no bias, compared with 38% in 

2004. 

Notably, Democrats – especially liberal Democrats – are less likely to view campaign 

coverage as biased toward the Republicans than they were four years ago. Currently, 

23% of liberal Democrats say that coverage favors the Republicans, down from 36% in 

January 2004. Just 11% of conservative and moderate Democrats see a pro-GOP tilt, 

less than half the percentage in January 2004 (27%).

  

Regarding bias on the internet, 13% of web users say there are more news and opinion 

websites and blogs that favor the Democrats, while a smaller number (6%) say more 

sites tilt to the Republicans. But the predominant view (45%) is that there about equal 

numbers of news and opinion websites on both sides. 

Combining the relatively large proportion of web users who did not offer an opinion 

(36%) with those who see approximately equal numbers of Democratic and Republican 

sites, about eight-in-ten web users (81%) see no decided political tilt to the news and 

political websites and blogs on the internet. The views of those who get most of their 

campaign news online are comparable with those of all web users.

Most Want News with No Point of View

Two-thirds of Americans (67%) say they prefer to get news with no particular point of 

view, while just 23% say they like getting news that reflects their political views. The 

balance of opinion regarding news has not changed since 2004. 

  

There are no significant partisan disagreements on this question, though there are 

modest educational differences. Roughly three-in-ten (29%) people with no greater than

a high school education prefer news that reflects their political leanings compared with 

only about half as many college graduates. 

Among those who get most of their news from television, there are no substantive 

differences of opinion among local, network, Fox News or CNN viewers. Large 

majorities in each news audience prefers news with no political point of view, while only

about a quarter of each group likes news that reflects their own political preferences.

Iraq Views Turn More Negative

Public views of the situation in Iraq, which turned more positive in the fall, have again 

slipped. Currently, 41% of Americans say the military effort in Iraq is going very well or 

fairly well, while 54% say that the situation there is not going well.

  

In November, opinion was split over progress in the military effort; 48% said things 

were going well there, the highest percentage expressing this view in more than a year 

(47% in September 2006). Both Republicans and Democrats are less likely to say the 

situation in Iraq is going well: currently, 66% of Republicans express a positive opinion 

of the situation, down from 74% in November. This shift among Democrats has been 

comparable (24% now, 33% then). 

While positive perceptions of the military effort have declined in the past month, they 

still remain higher than they were earlier this year (30% in February). But support for 

withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq as soon as possible remains strong, despite the 

improved views of the situation. Currently, 54% favor bringing U.S. troops home from 

Iraq, which is consistent with measures for the past year.

The public also remains divided over whether the United States will succeed or fail in 

achieving its objectives in Iraq. Fewer than half (45%) believe the U.S. will succeed 

while the same number (45%) says it will fail; the balance of opinion on this measure 

has changed very little since the beginning of last year.

More See Iraq as 'Wrong Decision'

Negative views of the decision to go to take military action against Iraq are at their 

highest point since the war began almost five years ago. Slightly more than a third of 

Americans (36%) say the decision to use military force was right while 56% see it as 

wrong. In September 2007, 42% said the war was the right decision, compared with 

50% who said it was wrong.

Views on the decision to go to war in Iraq remain deeply polarized along party lines. By 

70%-26%, Republicans say the war was the right decision; by an even wider margin 

(76%-14%), Democrats believe the war was wrong. A solid majority of independents 

(61%) say the war was wrong compared with just a third (33%) who says it was right. 

The balance of opinion in all three groups is somewhat more negative regarding the 

decision to take military action than it was in September.

About the Survey & Topline 

Topline questionnaire is available at the end of the original report PDF, or at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Questionnaire/Old/Topline.pdf .

Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction 

of Princeton Survey Research Associates International among a nationwide sample of 

1,430 adults, 18 years of age or older, from December 19-30, 2007 (1,089 respondents 

were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 341 were interviewed on a cell phone, 

including 113 who had no landline telephone). Both the landline and cell phone samples 

were designed by Survey Sampling, Inc.

The combined landline and cell phone data were weighted using demographic weighting 

parameters derived from the March 2006 Census Bureau's Current Population Survey, 

along with an estimate of current patterns of telephone status in the U.S. derived from 

the 2006 National Health Interview Survey, using an iterative technique that 

simultaneously balances the distributions of all weighting parameters. The weighting 

procedure also accounted for the fact that respondents with both landline and cell 

phones had a greater probability of being included in the sample.

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press will be releasing a detailed analysis 

of the landline and cell phone samples in the coming weeks.

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and 

practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of 

opinion polls.

About the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press is an independent opinion research 

group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. We are 

sponsored by The Pew Charitable Trusts and are one of eight projects that make up the 

Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan "fact tank" that provides information on the issues, 

attitudes and trends shaping America and the world. 

The Center's purpose is to serve as a forum for ideas on the media and public policy 

through public opinion research. In this role it serves as an important information 

resource for political leaders, journalists, scholars, and public interest organizations. All 

of our current survey results are made available free of charge. 

All of the Center's research and reports are collaborative products based on the input and

analysis of the entire Center staff consisting of:

l Andrew Kohut, Director 

l Scott Keeter, Director of Survey Research 

l Carroll Doherty and Michael Dimock, Associate Directors 

l Richard Wike and Kim Parker, Senior Researchers 

l April Clark, Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Robert Suls, Shawn Neidorf and Leah 

Christian, Research Associates 

l Kathleen Holzwart, Research Analyst 

l James Albrittain and Alec Tyson, Research Assistants 

About the Pew Internet & American Life Project 

The Pew Internet Project is an initiative of the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit “fact 

tank” that provides information on the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and

the world. Pew Internet explores the impact of the internet on children, families, 

communities, the work place, schools, health care and civic/political life.  The Project is 

nonpartisan and takes no position on policy issues. Support for the project is provided by

The Pew Charitable Trusts. The Project's Web site: http://www.pewinternet.org 

About Princeton Survey Research Associates 

PSRA conducted the surveys that are covered in this report. It is an independent 

research company specializing in social and policy work. The firm designs, conducts, 

and analyzes surveys worldwide. Its expertise also includes qualitative research and 

content analysis. With offices in Princeton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C., PSRA 

serves the needs of clients around the nation and the world. The firm can be reached at 

911 Commons Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, by telephone at 609-924-9204, by fax at 609-

924-7499, or by email at ResearchNJ@PSRA.com 
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